
Note on Gt Haywood Mill, Staffs (near Stafford) (I have also seen it referred to 

as “Haywood Mill”) 

Grid Ref: SJ 9940 2299   On R. Trent 

1. This mill had been gutted of its old machinery and was an electrically 

driven mill with modern machinery at the time of my visit on 3rd January 

1966. I filled in an SPAB watermill survey questionnaire form (though I 

apparently never sent a copy of it into SPAB). Presumably the 

information on the form was given me by someone that I met at the mill 

during my visit though I evidently saw the surviving wheel pit. The form 

being rather untidily written, I reproduce the information on it below 

with clarifications in square brackets: - 

 Red brick Victorian-style building. There is said to be a date tablet 

on the mill, but I did not notice it. Said to have been c. 1910 [If so 

perhaps the part of the mill in question was an extension: very 

unlikely to be a new build with a waterwheel at that date].  

 Mill still working using electric motors and modern machines. 

Owner; HW Hunt & Sons, Ltd, Millers and Corn Merchants, Gt 

Haywood. Originally owned by Earl of Shrewsbury. Probably built 

for him. Said to have been a paper mill at one time. Hunts [been 

there] for 30 years and have made considerable extensions. 

Before them William Howell occupied the mill for a time in the 

1930’s. [The Howell family have confirmed that (see below). Bill 

Howell was better known as the miller at Town Mill, Stafford] 

 [When I asked why the mill had ceased to operate by waterpower] 

I was told] “Well, it was old fashioned wasn’t it!”. All water driven 

machinery gone, taken out by Hunts 30 years ago. Now a set of 

rollers on ground floor, kibblers etc. This machinery was driven by 

a single cylinder Laxton [?] engine in the wheelhouse, driving 

lineshafting. In recent years the Laxton engine has been replaced 

by an electric motor within the mill and the wheelhouse has been 

demolished. A new wing over the original wheel house is being 

built in asbestos. 

It is said that many years ago there were two waterwheels 

(presumably undershot). The surviving wheelpit is 7ft 8in wide and 

accommodates [= would accommodate] a 20ft waterwheel. The 



shaft was doubtless metal as the hole for it in the wall is only 

small.  

2. Amongst various scraps of information on a number of mills jotted down 

by me from conversations on 7th Aug 1968 and 14th Sept 1968 with 

Charles Howell (1926-1993) of Worston Mill are the following: his father 

William (Bill) Howell had rented Gt Haywood Mill.  The mill had 3 (or 

possibly 4) pairs of stones. These were driven from an undershot 

waterwheel 7ft wide x about 18ft dm [this seems to tally with my 

observation of the wheelpit], the fall of water being about four or five 

feet. The gears were by way of a countershaft. The Trent Foundry at 

Rugeley had made all the ironwork. The mill had been rebuilt about 

1870 or a bit before, and Charles’ relative [grandfather?] EJ Howell had 

run the mill from about 1900 [presumably William had taken it over 

from him]. The mill had once been a white lead mill or something 

similar.    

3. Journal number 22 of the Midland Wind and Water Mills Group (2003) 

has an article by Barry Job on Gt Haywood Mill, with very extensive 

historical information, and another article by him on an accident at Gt 

Haywood in 1905 when a car fell into the river. This accident resulted in 

the temporary draining of the mill pond to look for the body of the 

victim of the crash. Pictures of this operation can be seen on the 

Staffordshire Past Track website, the originals being held apparently at 

Staffordshire record office, along with other documents relating to the 

mill. 

4. Milling had already ceased before 2003. It appears that the mill building (or 

part of it) still stands with an enormous warehouse-type modern building 

beside it. 

John Bedington, 2021 

 

 

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

 My photos going with this note:  

 

B/W photos: Taken 3rd January 1966 – ST33a Mill from road (negative badly 

damaged); ST33b Mill from yard; ST33c mill from across canal. 


